Global Services
Simplify your globalization strategy
Formed in 1995, the Element-Arval Global Alliance offers a simplified approach
to help you manage the complexity of your global fleet. With strategic
partnerships in North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific, South America, Latin
America and Africa, we provide access to comprehensive fleet management
across the globe through a single point of contact.
We provide strategic consulting and best practices for managing global fleets,
comprehensive costs analysis and management, and online consolidation and
reporting of strategic vehicle fleet data from multiple countries. Local account
teams provide expertise and understanding of regional complexities and
variations, while a dedicated global account manager focuses on supporting
your global strategy.
For more information, contact your Element account manager or visit
ElementArval.com
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GLOBAL SERVICES

Comprehensive support for your global fleet strategy
Extended global scale

Global visibility

Managing more than 3 million
vehicles in 50 countries and delivering
harmonized products and services
with customization to meet local
demand, the Element-Arval Global
Alliance is the worldwide leader in
fleet management.

Our award winning analytics tool
aggregates data from all locations,
to ensure your fleet strategy delivers
the expected, measurable results.
We enable transparent performance
visibility to monitor key global data
points and ensure that your drivers
stay safe and mobile.

Fleet optimization
To support you in all steps of your
fleet globalization process, the
Element-Arval Global Alliance
commits with a Global Service
Charter to harmonize the delivery
of all services. We also offer the
capability to delegate your fleet
operations, while maintaining full
control of the fleet.

Dedicated team
The Element-Arval Global Alliance
offers unique and consistent account
management structure across all
geographies, enabling a single point
of contact model with designated
local support for optimization of your
fleet

Expert advice
To support lowest total cost of
ownership and assist in managing a
common vehicle policy, our strategic
consultants analyze your multinational data, proactively delivering
expert advice, industry trends
and leverage our industry leading
database to recommend tangible
improvements.
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